What Feng Shui Isn’t!
There is quite a bit of confusion surrounding the
concept of Feng Shui. Some people view it as
part of Chinese culture, religion, or superstition.
Some think of Feng Shui as a type of positive
thinking or a form of spirituality. Still others
believe it to be based on principles of interior
design or landscaping.
These all couldn’t be farther from the truth!

Why Do Feng Shui for Business?
● Use information on how Qi will affect
your business to take advantage of good
periods and protect against bad periods.
● Maximize the productivity of key personnel
and primary workers
● Maximize the Qi entering through the front
doors to increase your business activity
● Support the goals of your company

What Feng Shui Really Is!

Why Do Feng Shui for Your Home?
● The Cosmic Trinity consists of Heaven
Luck, Earth Luck, and Human Luck. Feng
Shui is Earth Luck and, like Human Luck,
can be easily rearranged to increase the
auspiciousness of your home.
● Arrange, enhance, and balance the Feng
Shui of your home to support your family
in all of its current and future endeavors
● Improve areas of your life such as family
harmony, health, wealth, career, and
academic achievements

Feng Shui is an ancient science and art that
originated in China several thousand years ago.
Through centuries of observations, the Chinese
developed a system that computed the patterns
and cycles within nature. They then used this
system to describe and study the types of
energy (Qi) within the universe and how it
moved through nature.

What Is the Purpose of Feng Shui?
All physical locations have energies that can
have a profound influence on every area of our
lives. Inhabitants can experience various
problems when blockages of energy occur within
or around a building. The main purpose of Feng
Shui is to remove any blockages and thus allow
Qi the ability to move freely. This promotes good
health, prosperity, and harmony in all
relationships.

What We Evaluate In Your Home:
What We Evaluate In Your Business:
● Land formation, structures, buildings,
roads, and water works surrounding the
property
● Internal and external features such as
foundation, shape, symmetry, room
divisions, and entrances
● Arrangement of desks and computers in
the individual offices

● Internal and external Qi flow within and
around the property
● Land formation, structures, buildings,
roads, and water works surrounding the
property
● External and internal features of the house
like the foundation, shape, symmetry,
room divisions, doors, windows, and
entrances
● Location of toilets, stove, kitchen, and the
beds in all of the bedrooms

Who Are We?
Mark Singer comes to Feng Shui with over 30
years of successful experience in real estate as
a counselor, a new home design consultant, and
as a real estate investor. Mark has a BS degree
in Business with a major in Economics. Kim
Bongiorno has over 22 years of successful real
estate experience as a real estate investor,
home counselor, and a new home design
consultant. Kim has a BS degree in Business
Administration and Marketing, and has an
Arizona Real Estate Brokers license. They both
specialize in Residential and Business Feng
Shui as well as the “Green Building Program”
(Healthy Homes) and BioGeometry. Mark and
Kim are currently in the process of joining
Alliance Feng Shui, an international team of
traditionally trained Feng Shui consultants.

How Are We Unique?
● Extensive work with households and
businesses, making them more than
qualified to solve any problems related to
health, wealth, and harmony in all
relationships.
● Part of a dedicated team of well-trained
individuals striving to be among the most
knowledgeable Feng Shui consultant’s
world-wide.
We hope to hear from you!

Mark and Kim’s Studies:
Mark and Kim first studied Feng Shui with
Professor Thomas Lin Yun in 1988. They have
also studied extensively with the world
renowned instructors and authors: Roger Green,
Dr. Jes T.Y. Lim, Lillian Too, Alfred Huang,
Raymond Lo, Master Yap Cheng Hai, Joey Yap,
and Eva Wong. They are currently receiving
instruction in advanced Classical studies from
Master Shyan Tseng, who is considered to be
a world-class Feng Shui Master.
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